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Dial these codes into your cell phone in game to gain the effect, go to the cheat menu in your cell phone to use previously entered cheats whenever. Code Effect 625-555-0200 Akuma (Bike) 272-555-8265 APC(Tank) 359-555-2899 Buzzard(Helicopter) 468-555-0100 Change Weather 938-555-0150 Floater(Boat) 362-555-0100 Health & Armour 482-5550100 Health, Armor and Advanced Weapons 359-555-7272 Parachute 267-555-0150 Raise Wanted Level 267-555-0100 Remove Wanted Level 486-555-2526 Sniper rifle bullets explode 359-555-0100 Spawn Annihilator 227-555-9666 Spawn Bullet GT 227-555-0142 Spawn Cognoscenti 227-555-0175 Spawn Comet 938-555-0100 Spawn Jetmax 625-5550100 Spawn NRG-900 625-555-0150 Spawn Sanchez 227-555-0168 Spawn Super GT 227-555-0147 Spawn Turismo 227-555-0100 Spawns a FIB Buffalo 276-555-2666 Super Punch (exploding punches) 625-555-3273 Vader(Bike) 486-555-0100 Weapons (Advanced) (New Weapons) 486-555-0150 Weapons (Poor) Note: This game is an expansion to The
Lost and the Damned Grand Theft Auto: The Ballad of Gay Tony is the first of two expansion packs for Grand Theft Auto IV, the open-world action-adventure game developed by Rockstar Games. The Xbox 360 version of The Ballad of Gay Tony features exclusive cheat codes as well as new achievements to unlock. We'll show you what they are and how
to use them. Cheat codes are entered as cell phone numbers in Nico's phone in-game. Previously entered cheats can be activated at any time from the cheats menu found on the phone. Activating some cheats disables achievements. All cheat codes for Grand Theft Auto IV also work with the expansion pack. Cheat Code Effect 625-555-0200 Spawn the
Akuma motorcycle. 272-555-8265 Spawn the APC tank. 359-555-2899 Spawn the Buzzard helicopter. 468-555-0100 Randomly change the weather. 938-555-0150 Spawn the Floater boat. 362-555-0100 Restore health and armor. 482-555-0100 Restore health, armor, and ammo. 359-555-7272 Spawn a parachute. 267-555-0150 Increase your wanted
level. 267-555-0100 Erase your wanted level. 486-555-2526 Enable exploding sniper rifle bullets. 359-555-0100 Spawn the Annihilator. 227-555-9666 Spawn the Bullet GT. 227-555-0142 Spawn the Cognoscenti car. 227-555-0175 Spawn the Comet car. 938-555-0100 Spawn the Jetmax boat. 625-555-0100 Spawn the NRG-900 motorcycle. 625-555-0150
Spawn the Sanchez car. 227-555-0168 Spawn the Super GT car. 227-555-0147 Spawn the Turismo car. 227-555-0100 Spawn the FIB Buffalo car. 276-555-2666 Super punch. 625-555-3273 Spawn the Vader motorcycle. 486-555-0100 Unlock weapon set 1. 486-555-0150 Unlock weapon set 2. The Ballad of Gay Tony expansion pack features ten
exclusive achievements to unlock. Achievement How to Unlock Gamerscore Points Adrenaline Junkie Freefall for the longest time possible. 25 points Bear Fight Win the L.C. Cage Fighters championship. 15 points Catch the Bus Dance in both of Tony's nightclubs perfectly. 15 points Diamonds Forever Complete the Trinity. 5 points Four Play Hit a flag

four times with a golf ball. 10 points Gold Star Achieve 100% in all missions. 80 points Gone Down Finish all base jumps. 5 points Maestro Complete the Ballad. 30 points Past the Velvet Rope Achieve 80% or higher in all missions. 45 points Snow Queen Finish 25 drug wars. 20 points If you're getting bored of Niko's usual escapades in Liberty City, it's
time to whip out your phone and start using these GTA 4 cheats for the Xbox 360, Xbox One, PS3 and PC versions of the game. We've got cheats for The Ballad of Gay Tony and Lost and Damned expansion packs too. Read on to find out how to use cheats in GTA 4. Note that GTA 4 is not available on PS4, PS5 or Xbox Series consoles. Niko having fun
with the weapons cheat code. : Since cheats disable Achievements and Trophies in GTA 4, you'll need to make sure you have a save point to return to once you're done using them. Save your game before using the codes. : Rockstar Games included many different cheats in Grand Theft Auto 4, each with different effects. Select the one you want to use
from our list. : You need to access Niko's phone in order to activate these GTA 4 cheats. Press UP on your d-pad or keyboard, which lets you use the phone. : In order to activate the cheat, dial the relevant code as if you were calling a number in-game. To bring up the dial pad of your cell phone you need to press UP once more. Once you've entered the
whole code, call the number by pressing the ENTER key on the in-game phone or ENTER on your keyboard. : Having followed this guide and entered the cheat code number correctly, you should get a notification that the cheat is now active. It will also be saved under a new "Cheats" menu in your phone for quicker access in the future. Change
Weather: Dial 468-555-0100 Each time you activate the cheat it cycles through: stormy, clear, overcast, foggy and sunny weather. Max Health & Armor: Dial 362-555-0100 Niko instantly gets his health and armored restored in full. Max Health, Armor and Ammo: Dial 482-555-0100 In addition to full health and armor, Niko also gets all his ammo
replenished. Raise Wanted Level: Dial 267-555-0150 Increases your wanted level by one star each time you use the cheat. Remove Wanted Level: Dial 267-555-0100 Your wanted level is completely removed (zero stars). Spawn Annihilator Helicopter: Dial 359-555-0100 Spawns the Annihilator attack chopper. Spawn Banshee: Dial 265-555-2423
Spawns the Banshee sports car. Spawn Cognoscenti: Dial 227-555-0142 Spawns the Cognoscenti sedan. Spawn Comet: Dial 227-555-0175 Spawns the Comet sports car. Spawn Buffalo: Dial 227-555-0100 Spawns the Buffalo sports car. Spawn Jetmax Boat: Dial 938-555-0100 Spawns the Jetmax cigarette boat. Spawn NRG-900: Dial 625-555-0100
Spawns the NRG-900 motorbike. Spawn Sanchez: Dial 625-555-0150 Spawns the Sanchez dirtbike. Spawn SuperGT: Dial 227-555-0168 Spawns the SuperGT grand-touring car. Spawn Turismo: Dial 227-555-0147 Spawns the Super Turismo sports car. Weapons 1: Dial 486-555-0150 Gives Niko these weapons: knife, molotovs, pistol, pump shotgun,
micro SMG, assault rifle, combat sniper, RPG. Weapons 2: Dial 486-555-0100 Gives Niko these weapons: baseball bat, grenades, combat pistol, combat shotgun, SMG, carbine rifle, combat sniper, RPG Spawn Burrito: Dial 826-555-0150 Spawns the Burrito van. Spawn Double T: Dial 245-555-0125 Spawns the Double T sports motorbike. Spawn
Hakuchou: Dial 245-555-0199 Spawns the Hakuchou motorbike. Spawn Hexer: Dial 245-555-0150 Spawns the Hexer chopper motorbike. Spawn Innovation: Dial 245-555-0100 Spawns the Innovation cruiser motorcycle. Spawn Slamvan: Dial 826-555-0100 Spawns the Slamvan low-rider car. Explosive Sniper Rounds: Dial 486-555-2526 Rounds fired
from your sniper rifle will explode on impact. Super Punch: Dial 276-555-2666 Your melee punch ability is significantly increased. Spawn Akuma: Dial 625-555-0200 Spawns the Akuma fast motorbike. Spawn APC Tank: Dial 272-555-8265 Spawns the APC military tank. Spawn Bullet GT: Dial 227-555-9666 Spawns the Bullet GT sports car. Spawn
Buzzard: Dial 359-555-2899 Spawns the Buzzard attack helicopter. Spawn Floater: Dial 938-555-0150 Spawns the Floater luxury boat. Spawn Parachute: Dial 359-555-7272 Spawns a parachute for Niko. Spawn Vader: Dial 625-555-3273 Spawns the Vader motorbike. There is no money cheat in Grand Theft Auto 4. While a money cheat existed in
previous GTA games like San Andreas and Vice City, Rockstar decided to leave it out for GTA 4 and, more recently, GTA 5 too. Yes. In GTA 4, the Infernus vehicle is actually a Lamborghini. There is no cheat code to spawn the Infernus, but Brucie will give one to you as a gift during the game's story. Yes. The first time you enter a cheat code it will be
saved under a new "Cheats" menu at the bottom of your existing cell phone menu. You can then simply go there for quicker cheat access later on. No, unfortunately Rockstar Games never ported GTA 4 to the PS4. You can only play GTA 4 on PS3 if you are a PlayStation gamer. Otherwise, it is available on PC, and the Xbox 360 and Xbox One. Rockstar
has not announced any information about GTA 4 appearing on the PS4, the PS5 or the Xbox Series X|S. The tank in GTA 4 is known as the 'APC'. You can spawn one by dialling 272-555-8265. Here you find the full list of GTA 4 Cheats for PC, PS3 & Xbox 360, including all GTA 4 cheat codes, as well as cheats for The Lost and Damned & The Ballad of
Gay Tony. The number of cheats in GTA 4 has been greatly reduced compared to previous games such as GTA San Andreas and Vice City: there are 16 cheat codes in GTA 4, with the ability to restore your Health & Armor, get all weapons, remove your wanted level, change the weather and spawn a variety of vehicles. The Episodes from Liberty City
(TLAD & TBOGT) introduced 15 additional exclusive cheats. Cheats in Grand Theft Auto IV allow you to make the game easier when progressing through the story, and to simply have some fun without worrying about dying or getting arrested. While cheats in GTA IV do not prevent from obtaining 100% completion, certain cheats will block some
Achievements/Trophies - so it's recommended to save before using cheats in GTA IV. How To Enter GTA 4 Cheats for Xbox 360, PS3 & PC Differently from the button-input method of previous games cheat codes, the GTA 4 cheats are entered by dialing phone numbers on Niko's phone: Bring up your in-game phone by pressing UP on the d-pad or
keyboard Press UP again to bring up the dial pad Enter GTA 4 cheat codes by "calling" the corresponding phone number from the GTA IV cheats list below The same method applies to all platforms (PC, PS3, Xbox 360 & Xbox One), and it works the same way also for Luis and Johnny's phone when entering cheats in The Ballad of Gay Tony and The
Lost and Damned. When a GTA IV cheat is successfully activated, a confirmation message will appear on the screen with the text "Cheat activated". After you enter a cheat for the first time, it will be even easier to enter it again for the subsequent times: you will find all the GTA 4 cheats that you previously entered on your Phone Menu, under
"Cheats". From here, you can simply re-select a GTA 4 cheat to activate it again. It's important to note that all GTA IV cheats are one-time effect cheats, without permanent consequences on the gameplay, so you don't need to worry about having to de-activate cheats in GTA 4. GTA 4 Cheat Codes List (Xbox 360, PS3 & PC) *This cheat blocks certain
Achievements/Trophies. See below for more details. GTA 4 Car Cheats: Vehicles Spawn The following list of GTA 4 cheats make the desired GTA 4 cars and vehicles appear in front of you in the game world, ready to be used! In GTA 4, only one vehicle can be spawned at a time. Any previous vehicle spawned via cheat code will disappear when
spawning another vehicle. GTA 4 Cheat Codes: The Lost and Damned Cheats In GTA IV: The Lost and Damned you can use all the GTA IV cheat codes from the base original game that we've listed above. In addition to those, there are also 6 new GTA 4 cheats exclusive to TLAD, that allow you to spawn various Motorcycles or Gang Vehicles. GTA 4
Cheat Codes: The Ballad of Gay Tony Cheats In GTA IV: The Ballad of Gay Tony you can use all the GTA IV cheat codes from the base original game that we've listed above. In addition to those, there are also 9 new GTA 4 cheats exclusive to TBOGT, that allow you to spawn various vehicles and more. Do GTA 4 Cheats Disable Achievements? In Grand
Theft Auto IV, using certain cheats will temporarily disable specific Achievements & Trophies for the current game session. Only some cheats have this effect, and they don't block all achievements but just a few select ones that we indicated below: The GTA 4 Health and Armor cheat blocks these Achievements/Trophies: "Cleaned the Mean Streets",
"Finish Him", "One Man Army" and "Walk Free" The GTA 4 Weapons Cheats block the achievement / trophy "Cleaned the Mean Streets" The Remove Wanted Level cheat blocks these Achievement/Trophies: "One Man Army" and "Walk Free" The Annihilator & Buzzard Helicopter cheats block these Achievement/Trophies: "One Man Army" and "Walk
Free" The rest of the GTA 4 cheat codes are safe to use without preventing you from unlocking achievements. When a certain GTA IV cheat blocks an achievement / trophy, you will also get an on-screen prompt along with the confirmation message after entering the cheat. However, the GTA 4 cheats do not permanently block achievements, but only
for the current session. This means that after you turn off the game and reload it, all cheats will be disabled and you will be able to earn achievements again. In any case, it's recommended that you always save the game before using cheats in GTA IV, so that you always have a "clean" save file you can return to in case something becomes locked or
goes wrong. How To Spawn A Tank in GTA 4 (Cheat Code) The cheat code to spawn a Tank in GTA 4 is 272-555-8265, which you can dial on Luis' phone in The Ballad of Gay Tony. Spawning a Tank in GTA 4 is only possible on The Ballad of Gay Tony, where the APC Tank is present. There is no Tank available in the main Grand Theft Auto IV game.
GTA 4 Money Cheat: How To Make Easy Money No, there is no Money Cheat Code in GTA 4. Unlike GTA San Andreas and GTA III, which have dedicated cheat codes that give you $250,000, the money cheat is not present in GTA IV. However, there is an easy way to make money in GTA 4 using cheats: after completing all of Stevie's Requests, you can
spawn a Turismo multiple times and keep delivering it to Stevie's garage for a reward of $11,000 each time. This trick allows you to make millions in GTA IV in just a few minutes/hours, and will not prevent you from obtaining any achievement! GTA 4 Cheat Codes Video Below you find a video that shows all the available GTA IV cheats in action. This
was the full list of GTA 4 Cheats for Xbox 360, PlayStation 3 and PC, we hope you found this guide useful and that you enjoy your time with these cheats! Check out more Grand Theft Auto IV content such as the GTA 4 Vehicles Database, the GTA 4 Weapons Guide and Story Missions Walkthrough. More GTA Cheat Codes Looking for more GTA cheat
codes? We have you covered, check out the links below:
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